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#REme is an emergency shelter developed by Fab Lab Alicante. It is designed 
to create a domestic ephemeral space easy to build with digital fabrication. 
#REME is a construction system based on a structural unity of small parts. The 
pieces can be manufactured in any atelier with CNC machines. 
#Reme is a prototype ready/easy to be modified and versatile in materials and 
construction techniques. It is an open source design, based on simple materials 
and an easy geometrical structure, that allows infinite possibilities of redesigning. 
This strategy ensures that  #REme can be built on site where needed, with no 
transportation costs, local materials and a flexible shape or structure. This 
possibility of being amplified and transformed is directly related to the multiple 
uses capability of REme, as a construction system and as a shelter. It can be a 
provisional classroom, children’s play house, warehouse, green house, or many 
other uses other than a living space, such as latticework, screen, false ceiling, 
technical wall, plant facade or test tube for biotechnological tests. 
The thermal and acoustic insulation is achieved by an inflatable latex or 
polyamide membrane. Research is currently going on to produce a 3d printed 
skin with bio plastics, apt to resist weather conditions  and adaptable to any 
possible shape  and geometry. Another of the values   adopted by #REme is 
the inclusion of technology as a tool to foster the development of new 
infrastructures in emergency situations, such as an earthquake or a humanitarian 
crisis. The proposal is not to bring provisional solutions to those situations, like 
a prefabricated shelter. The knowledge spread and learned by the people/ 
societies / local groups would not only help the development of new projects, 
it would also bring about social empowerment. 
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